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A

Note of Appreciation
• Madeleine Costigan

Concentrate on the flowers. If I
can do that, if I can just do that,
I'll be all right. Yellow and white.
That's nice. Like mums. Maybe they
are mums. No it's summer. Chrysan-

themums

in

Mamma,

I

summer?

Yes, hothouse.

your funeral, and
they had the loveliest flowers. But
they weren't chrysanthemums. They
were dahlias, huge, golden dahlias.
Maybe they're only zinnias. Cheap,
overblown zinnias. I won't have zinnias at Mamma's funeral. Do I have

went

to

zinnias? Please, not zinnias. Mamma,
I went to your funeral and they had
the strangest flowers.
There's Letty Bronson. Should I
ask Letty what kind of flowers they
are? Letty, those flowers over there?

The yellow and white

ones.

The ones

nearest to Mamma. Tell me, Letty,
what's the name of them. Why should
I ask Letty? She doesn't know any
better than to wear a green dress to
Mamma's funeral. My mother's dead,
Letty. I see you're taking

it

very well.

don't like that Letty. She's sloppy, and I can't stand sloppy people.
At the office I hate to have her pick
up anything I'm working on, her
hands are so sweaty. She likes to annoy me, I know that. That's why she
I

turns the fan on. It blows my hair.
I have to be careful about the way I
comb my hair. It's getting so thin. It
scares me to see it coming out in

"Thank you for coming, Letty."
That's the thing to say, and I'm saying it. Concentrate on the flowers.
That's the thing to do and I'm doing
it. I'm doing it. No bugs, Mamma,
not on these flowers. I remember how
you always hated bugs. And cockEspecially cockroaches.
roaches.
There were two big black ones in
your closet at the Home that last time
I came to see you. One fell off your
robe when I got it for you. You
laughed about them.

"Thank God they don't have wings,
Harriet." That's what you said to me.
"Thank God they don't have wings."

The Home. I hated having to tell
people Mamma was in that place.
People, people are so quick to judge.
The day I took Mamma, the first person I met when I got home was Maria. Why did it have to be Maria?

"My
er.

I

God, Harriet, your own mothGod, not your own mother?"
That kind of language bothers me.

My

it then the way I
Maybe Maria means well, but
just has that Italian way about

couldn't listen to

felt.

she
her.

I'm thinking too much. I've got to
stop thinking. I'll look. Look at the
chairs, the drapes, the walls. Those
flowers. There isn't a thing I don't

know about those
name? I don't know

flowers.
their

name.

Their

Who

much money

don't even know who
sent them. Was it the Winfield Sisters? Later, when everyone leaves, I
can look at the card. Would it be

wouldn't have to work or put up
with people like Letty.

proper to do it now? I want you to
know. Mamma, you had the most

clumps the way

makes

it

it

does. But worrying

worse. I've got to stop wor-

rying. I'd like to have so
I

sent

them?

I
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proper funeral.
there,

was

I

Mamma, and

I

—properly.

there,

right

ran the whole

show

I'm alone here with

Not

ple.

lonely. I

was

these peolonely in the

all

apartment that time I sprained my
ankle. In January. The days were so
short and dark, I had the lights on
all the time. The windows were so
steamy. When I tried to see through
them, it looked as though there wasn't
anything out there. Except at night,

watched the lights: the purplish
glare of shoplights on the snow, and
the houselights, narrow scraps with
shadows against them. Daytimes I
threw bread to the starlings on the
I

garage roof for company.

I

was

that

lonely.
I can't keep looking at Mamma this
way. She looks so good. Just like
she's only asleep. It's the shock that
has me so nervous. Was it only two
days ago I was talking to her on the

"Just to say hello." They came to
see what little treat I brought for

That's why they came. Mamthe Winfield Sisters, they
were always in and out of each oth-

Mamma.
ma and

rooms.
I'm glad I sent them those last
cookies I baked for Mamma. Those
cookies. I baked them that morning,
and I almost went all to pieces over
them. They were the first things I
saw after I got the news. I was going

er's

them to the post office. The
phone stopped me. I couldn't think
what to do. I can't waste food, and I
couldn't keep looking at them like
to take

could I?

that,

Where

are the Winfield Sisters?
They're not with Miss Jenkins. I'm
sorry for them, those two. But it's
the one consolation I have, that some-

one

else will

remember

Mamma

and

telephone?
"Stay in bed, Mamma. That's what
Dr. Muller said. Don't get up."
She hated that room. "It's hot. It's
too cold." Why didn't she tell me it
had roaches in the closet? And suppose she did. What would I say to

think of her. She looks so still and
gray against the flowers. It's unnatural not to be remembered, as if
your life never happened at all.
Maybe Miss Jenkins wouldn't let
Amy and Clara come. Maybe it's
against the rules. Miss Jenkins
she
deviled my mother to death that
woman. Why couldn't she have given

her?

me Mamma's

"Do what

Dr. Muller said." That's

what I did say.
"I'm no old lady like you, Harriet." Not Mamma. The others were
old ladies.
"See that whitehaired old lady over
there, Harriet? That's right, the one

Amy Winnow, that old
lady with the cane? See her? That's
in the print dress. That's
field.

her

And coming

sister,

in

Clara."

and Clara Winfield. Mamma
called them the dormitory girls. Every Sunday, when I went to visit Mamma, they stopped in to see me. They
were very old and a little flighty.

Amy

—
—

pocketbook?

I

just

wanted

something. She thought I
couldn't hear her talking to Dr. Muller.

"These relatives, they come to see
the old ladies once a week while we
take care of them day in and day out.
Then when it's all over, they try to
grab anything that's

left."

She's hard. Everything's so much
easier if you're hard.
"Thank you for coming. Miss Jenkins." I'm saying it. It's right.

was quick,

Harriet. She didn't
I'm so glad."
Is she? She doesn't know anything
about how I feel. I wish she'd keep
"It

suffer.

A
quiet. If I could just talk to

Note of Appreciation

Mamma.

So many things I meant to say to
her. We were close, so close. I have
to talk to her, I really do. But I
can't even touch her. I can only
stand here and look at her, and see
her, and know she isn't here.
I don't have anybody of my own
now, not anybody. My head feels so
tight I can hardly think. I feel shabby
and unnoticed. I need a change to

—

get out into the sunlight with people.
I'd like to take a trip on a boat somewhere, but then I know what I'd look
like: a middle-aged spinster trying
too hard for a few experiences. Suppose I got sick somewhere far away,
apart from everything familiar? No,
I'll just go on, the way I always have,
keeping my bureau drawers nice and
the apartment tidy. In case of an accident, I want anybody who goes
through my things to find everything
in order. It hasn't been an easy life
for me, what with doing so much for

Mamma

and

all.

I've

tried

to

tell

people that. Why don't they listen?
How long has the Reverend Williams been talking? He should have
said something to me before he started.

Did he? He

didn't.

I

know he

didn't.

Maybe I ought to go to church
again myself. When I'm gone, there
ought to be somebody who knows me
to say a few words over me. But Sunday's my only day to relax. Saturdays
spend working around the apartment and shopping. I need some time
I

to myself.

And

here

No more

shivering
at the bus stop watching the street
lights in the winter dusk. No more
making that dim little kitchen come
alive and glowing with the smell of
baking cookies and melting chocolate. Sunday afternoons, bright sunlit hours of azaleas banked against
it is.

neat green lawns and the first daffodils for Mamma
they've gone. It
will end for me some day too, and
I'm all by myself.

—

I'm forgetting about the flowers. I
do that. I'm not concentrating.
And the Reverend Williams. I won't
even know what he said. What is he
saying?
can't

"The Lord is my Shepherd. / shall
not want. He maketh me to lie down
in green pastures."

Now why
that

does he have to say

it

way? Emphasizing

those pronouns like that. That's not the way
Mamma taught it to me at all. Some
people always have to be different.
It just

ster,

doesn't seem right for a miniNo point in fussing.
can't care now. He's finished.

though.

Mamma

Everything's almost over and I'm doing it. I'm calm, dignified, I'm getting through it.

"Thank you. Reverend Williams."
It

doesn't hurt to be gracious.

ma
I

taught

me

to

be a lady and

MamI

am.

am.

Why

isn't

Miss Jenkins leaving?

"Yes?"
"The Winfield Sisters asked me to
give you this note."
"Thank you." Thank you, thank
you, and again I thank you.
"Maybe you could find time to
visit them. They have no one."
Go back to that place? The place
my mother died? She's a ghoul that
woman, a ghoul.
"That's quite impossible. Miss JenGood night."

kins.

Poor Amy and Clara. They must
wanted to come. Perhaps I
could go to see them. Just one Sunday to sit and talk a little about
have

Mamma.

This note smells pretty, like
they have to say to
me, these two people who loved Mamsachet.

What do

Four Quarters
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ma, who lived with her everyday?
"Dear Harriet,
Thank you for the cookies. We had
such a lovely tea party with your
mother this afternoon. You must

come

A

see us soon."
tea party!

This
lonely

is

A

lovely tea party!

alone. This is lonely. I'm

here with Mamma, without
with all these dead flowers.

Mamma,

Fever
• Charles B. Tinkham

Streets

were

rain-slick

With images of cloud,
Children scattered over the lawns

Like overnight blossoms.

Buds on tree and bush
Trembled heavily
In the gentle wind:

Spring with

its

Its tickle in

the blood,

suspense.

Like a beginner playing

Was

at the harp.

in the air.

Nothing was

The white

settled,

of winter gone, the gold of autumn.

Certainty of the object of love:

Only the weary dun of

And

mud and summer-burned

winter-soaked grass.

With here and there

a tormenting sprinkle of color,

Remained.

We went to bed to restless dreams;
A little more, the surprise of tomorrow
Awaited

us.

Cloud Nine
Dwight Abbott

A pyramidal tent of the old army
type was spread high over a raised
plank floor to form the roof of the
orderly room and office of the stockThe

was built of ships'
rough lumber used in
stowing cargo, layer on layer, in the
ade.

dunnage
holds.

A

floor

—the

canvas divider separated the

—

two offices that for the guard company and that for the stockade, and
allowed for excellent eavesdropping.
Walls of palm sheaves, being only
waist high, gave a view of the high
wire prison fence across the coral
road,

mud

of the stockade tents on the
flats inside the fence, of the

gun

towers. There was a splendid prospect
of the Pacific a quarter of a mile
away a blue, sunny vista of whitecaps into infinity.
Captain Harding was sitting alone

—

in the orderly-room half of the strucThe bill of his fatigue cap, worn

ture.

unorthodox fashion with suntans,
rose upward above the bald spot on
top of his head. His impatient hands
rested on the table. It was ten o'clock.
He had done little of his day's work.
Colonel Graham had arrived unin

expectedly an hour earlier in his jeep
and was inspecting the camp.
The mud flat inside the stockade
wire fence across the dusty, yellow

appeared deserted. The tents
and bunks of the prisoners, unadorned by the equipage allowed soldiers in good standing, were skeletal
under the fierce sun. The colonel had
completed his tour of the prison compound and was now at the mess sheds,

road

in view

some distance away, outside

the stockade,
A prisoner in sloppy fatigues
crossed the open area inside the com-

Harding wondered whether
man, left behind by his buddies
when they went out in the early morning to work on the roads, was officially on duty as latrine help, say,
or was a new man not yet processed
in, or someone who was enjoying
freedom from work illicitly. This last

pound.
this

thought irritated him.
He was gloomy. He had just sat in
judgment of a prisoner who had been
wandering about outside the stockade the night before (ten hours overtime work around the camp), only to
learn that a still had been discovered
in the prison compound during the
night. He shuddered at the thought
of the official ruckus if the colonel,
visiting thus unexpectedly, had hap-

pened on the still first.
When you were dealt a hand like
the MP's, you had to play it out. But
Harding had been an AEF man during the First World War and he'd
had more than a smell of gunpowder.
If he had to be a military police officer, why couldn't it have been in a
combat unit?
He watched Private Kostoska, a
peppery little soldier, cross the road
carrying a great pail of water and a
huge mop and come toward the prison office. Almost from habit, when
he saw Kostoska about to perform
some unpromising task, he listened
for the uproar. It

came

in a gust of

Four Quarters
profanity from Lieutenant Allis, who
was censoring mail in the next-door
office.
little runt! If you slop any
of that water on me, I'll wring

"You
more

that silly

head off your neck."

wash dis floor, see, and
I'm gonna do a good job." Kostoska's
voice was a clatter of flat noises.
"When I wash dis floor, I get it
clean, see? I ain't like Red Charlie,
doin't a halfway job. Sergeant Grimes
said go over it good, and when I
scrub, it takes a lot of water and
GI soap." His tone switched to self"I gotta

make me do
nohow. I'm too good

pity. "It ain't right to

work

like dis,

around."
Captain Harding found his own ineffectiveness baffling. Petty matters
of routine crowded him. A cycle in
the process of running both the company and the stockade was no sooner completed than he must go through
to be pushin' pails

another. Rations, cigarettes, rosters,

guard and work

details, supplies, re-

ports, payroll, sick book, protracted

standing around in base offices waiting for attention, attending to matall
doubled
infernally small
ters
when his company took over the
stockade were exasperating beyond
expression.
He had once applied to his paperwork a gliding-over technique, such
as he'd used in his bulk gasoline
business in Niletown, Missouri, fussing at his desk as little as possible,
leaving such chores to his bookkeeper, who was hired for just this purpose. But his present commanding officer, Colonel Graham, was a close
student of army law, apt at citing
authority for this and that, quick to
reject reports, even for so little reason as use of improper abbreviations.
If he could just get hold of one
good lieutenant. Almost every com-

—

—

petent officer he'd had was taken
over by the colonel, sooner or later.
For the time being he was left with
only one active aide. Lieutenant Allis.

Captain Harding was

still

the interchange he'd

had with

bitter over

Allis

the night before concerning the plight
of the prisoner found wandering outside the camp.

"Under the
are

directive,

these

men

supposed to be interviewed by

—

—

by you at the earliest
moment. How many men
have you interviewed this past
week?"
an officer

possible

Allis's boy-like smile

spread wide.

"Why, none."
"Matter of fact, you haven't interviewed a single man since I went over
the directive with you three weeks
back, have you. Lieutenant?" Harding's mood was a yell, but he kept
his voice down.
Lieutenant Allis flared. "I haven't
got time."

"Shut up!"
"Sir, I wish to be relieved.

I'd like

a transfer to the line."

"You

stick to being a prison ofd'you hear?" Captain Harding's
voice got beyond control. But he
quieted quickly. "You have no choice.
Neither do I."

ficer,

"I been twenty-three months a
second lieutenant in this damned
Pacific. I never heard of another officer in this war waiting twentythree months for promotion to first
lieutenant. Have you? Besides, I'm
not suited to this kind of work. I'm

no damn MP."
In the stockade office beyond the
canvas wall there was a kind of cessation, an abrupt stillness. The
sounds of multiple feet on the steps,
a burst

The

of

command

for attention.

colonel's short steps

chopped in

"

"

Cloud Nine
cadence into the orderly room, where

Harding had

The

risen stiffly.

colonel directed Sergeant

jor Smith,

Ma-

who accompanied him,

to

read his notes.
"Soldier wearing a sailor hat," the
sergeant said.
"The soldier was improperly
dressed, and I should think an investigation in order to determine how
the man came into possession of navy
property," the colonel said.
"I shall order the hat returned to
the navy."
Colonel Graham looked closely at
Harding's own out-of-uniform fatigue
cap. Harding wished he hadn't made
the remark.
"Five tents in disorder. Refuse un-

"Captain!"
"I have got to have another officer. I'm completely snowed under,
and I can't keep up with my work.
I'm entitled to more officers under
the

TO,

sir."

"Shut up!"

Not a foot
orderly

"We
tion

room

stirred in the listening

adjacent.

shall continue the conversa-

more temperately

in

my

quarters
Gra-

at five o'clock this afternoon,"

ham

said

quietly.

"Do you

under-

stand me, Captain?"
"Yes, sir."

Harding signed out a company
jeep and drove a mile or so up the
beach. He stripped to his drawers

attended. Cigarette wrappers on com-

and waded

Latrine muddy." The sergeant finished reading his notes.
"The mess shed is in good order,"
the colonel said.
"Yes, sir."
The colonel looked at his watch.
"Colonel Graham, I want to talk
with you in private," Captain Har-

The sun heat was tempered by a
breeze from the sea. The fine gray
sand was pleasantly warm to the soles
of his feet; it was a soft carpet in

pany

street.

ding said.

"What about?"
"Personnel.
a request,

if

where we can

mile,

talk privately."

float

you now. Make an

appointment with Sergeant Smith."
"Colonel,

would

I

like to talk to

you now, sir."
"But I can't. I have to meet Colonel
Bardonne at eleven, and I just have

make

time to

it."

do something to remy company.
Colonel." Harding's voice sounded
strange and high. "I'm at the end of
"You've got

to

lieve this situation in

my

—

rope
"Captain Harding
Harding shouted: "Now, you

to

me!"

warm shelf water. Except for a
group of skinny-legged natives hunting shells on a spit of coral to the
north and the dark head of another
swimmer out farther, Harding was
alone. He waded out an eighth of a

the

I would like to make
you will step outside,

"I can't talk to

it seemed, before the water line
rose to his breast, and he began to

listen

and swim, working back toward

shore.

own complaints, he
thoughts to the larger
sphere. In such an area, a kind of
higher-echelon mental playground,
his situation made more sense to him.
He could even feel for this Colonel
Graham. Steeped in his law books,
his patriotic speeches. General McClellan his prototype, this nervous
Weary

turned

little

seen
with

—

in.

of his

his

officer

whom

seated at a
his officers

Harding had
volley

ball

first

court

standing respectabout him, like a maharaja
watching the games, had seemed but
fully

"
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a logical expression of the clash be-

tween too much breeding for peacetime and that more urgently needed
for meeting an enemy. Harding pitied

you hear? You tell Sergeant Terry I
said you are to wait there until I am
ready to talk with you. And you wait
right there

I

till

get to

it.

hell

If

you wait! D'you hear?"

the colonel.
As he floated like an air-filled barracks bag toward shallow water, he
tried to think of his wife. He kept

freezes,

trying to picture his wife's face. To
his surprise, he could not. After so

smiled ruefully. So do discontented

long away from her, he could not.
He could match details of the face:
pretty, wideset eyes, the hollow of
the cheek, the fuzz of the upper lip;
he could even hear her voice, and he
had a pleasant consciousness of the

feminine solicitude, tenderness, love,
even agitation that represented his
but the total image
wife's being
eluded him. This distressed him deep-

—

"Yes, sir."
died in war, but the Saddles

Men

went swimming

"You

get the hell

back

to the stock-

ade!"
"Yes, sir."
"Get the hell back. Come on. Get
going. Get out of here
His fury rose with each word. Saddie began a slow walk across the
beach to where his pants lay on a
shaft of driftwood. He was a practiced malefactor who never carried
out an order in his own unit and
never disobeyed one in prison, where
he preferred being.
"You go to the prison office, do

midday. Harding

captains.

He

dressed slowly, on the beach,
to camp. Sergeant
Thompson called from the supply

and drove back

tent

and came running

to his jeep.

"I know something you don't know,"
the sergeant said when he caught his
breath. "When I drove over to the

base for equipment this morning, the
noncom took the requisition, looked
at his sheets

'You get
His bottom scraped sand and he
turned over. The bobbing head he
had seen far out when he first waded
into the water had become a sleek,
naked soldier standing in the kneedeep water a few feet away, grinning
at him. He got to his feet.
"Saddie!"
"You like to swim, Captain?"
"Who gave you permission to come
out here?"
"It was my own idea, sir," Saddie
said. Saddie was a trusty.

at

on

priority,

triple A.'

and he

says,

"

"Triple A?"
"Yes, sir. Captain, you

know

that

up 50-caliber machine gun
they use for a desk in the medics?
We'll be taking that gun out tonight
and degreasing it. Captain, that fellow at base supply laid out more
boxed

ammo

than

I

thought this cockeyed,

MP

outfit would see during the entire war. They gave us the
works. We're going north. It's the
business. Captain. The real business."
Harding leaped from his jeep,

hamstrung

grasped Thompson's arm, and shook
him. "Golamighty dam. Golamighty
dam! Sergeant, you have just won
yourself half a bottle of bourbon."

!

The beachhead proved to be one of
the less taxing kind for secondary
troops. The infantry got out of the
way quickly, moving into the rice
paddies and thick growth of the interior, where the enemy had fled in
considerable numbers. Swift army
and navy planes coursed overhead,
chasing enemy scouts or chopping

—
Cloud Nine
off bombing raiders before they
could maul the beach. Headquarters
area was relatively free of enemy.
Only along stretches of road leading
to the front, at night,

tion

still

was the

situa-

uncertain.

Captain Harding was being driven

down one such road when he asked
his driver. First Sergeant Grimes, to
stop.

They had been checking guard

posts.

"Grimes, are you sure there is no
guard post listed for this bridge?"
"Not in our part of the orders, no
sir. Might be in Company G's or-

Harding studied dupes of guard
posts assigned to the companies.
"If it ain't specified there, I sure

wouldn't bother

my

head about

it,"

said.

The captain folded

his sheet care-

and buttoned it into his pocket.
such bridge was listed. He studied

fully

No

that come over one playing
inconsequential part in battle
seemed to leave him. He was back to
the moment of his greatest thrill
when, in a wrecked village in northern France, during the First World
War, he had schemed and executed
a raid on an enemy command post,
himself throwing the grenade that
did the execution.
The captain climbed back into the

an

jeep.

"I think you are going to a lot of
trouble for nothing," Sergeant Grimes
said.

ders."

Grimes

stable, shifting situation, all the dull
spirits

The dense swamp to
The wall of high, green
growth. The sharp hills beswamp. Traffic continuous.

the situation.

the right.
stalk-like

yond the

Truckloads of munitions, indicating
a priority for action, up ahead.
"Series, take your post at the
bridge. Don't bother with the traffic.
Just keep an eye for strangers and

such."
soldier unfolded in
"Yes, sir."
the back of the jeep and hit the road.
"Series just come off duty, sir,"
Grimes said. "He's wore out."
"I know that."

A

Harding watched Series, a scrawny
GI, take his post at one end of the
bridge, then he turned and looked
up at the ragged green hills a few
miles off. Excitement welled up in
him. For the first time he felt he
had his hooks into the war; and all
the incessant fatigue from commanding a security company in an un-

The
been

set

up

had
warehouse

headquarters

battalion

in a roadside

grain: a ramshackle, Asiatic
clapboard structure well tempered by
the rains. Captain Harding stomped
for

mud from his shoes at the doorsill
and addressed Sergeant Major Smith
at a desk nearby.
"Is Fordyce
around?"
"No. He's gone to the hospital,

the

sir."

"Oh? Sick?

In that case,

I

should

like to see the colonel."

Sergeant Smith motioned to
colonel's table in the rear.

moved through
Colonel was

the

room

to

the

Harding
where the

sitting.

"But the bridge isn't mentioned in
your special orders," the colonel said.
"No, sir."
"Well, then, I see no reason to concern yourself with the bridge."
"But, Colonel—"
"Oh, hell, Harding. We don't have
the manpower to put guards out at
every little clump and bush. We can't
be tidy, like in the States. You know
that. You can't go around acting like

on intuition. You presume on
your authority, setting up a guard

Hitler,

without orders."

Harding pressed

his lips until they
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He was so enraged that he
failed to notice the toes he all but
stepped on when leaving were those

whitened.

of a general officer.

The general, followed in from his
jeep by a major, asked Sergeant Major Smith for a telephone. Sergeant
Smith indicated the leather phone
case before him without raising his
eyes; then, when he noticed the
shoulder stars, the sergeant rose so
violently his chair flipped over.

The
gan

at

general's aide, the major, beonce the labored process of

putting through a telephone call, an
arduous, slow business in the rough-

and-ready army field system of that
day.

The general asked Sergeant Smith
for his commanding officer. Colonel

Graham came forward from

his table

and presented himself.
"The bridge half a mile south of
here is too
general said.

lightly

the

guarded,"

morrow

"I have seen no orders about the
bridge," Harding said.
"Who are you?"

"Captain Harding,

H

who was
call.

you

know

"You must mean

about
the

this

bridge

at

Gola."

wasn't received, and why
been carried out."
He looked at Captain

not. I'm talking about
one-way bridge south of
here, about half a mile."
Captain Harding couldn't restrain
himself. "Sir, the guard is to be in-

guard the bridge, if any."
"Colonel Graham, you did not
know about these bridges?"
"My executive officer has been attending to the assignment of guard
details to the various companies."

"Where is he?"
"He went to the hospital

are posting two men."
"But you don't understand. There's
supposed to be a heavy guard about
all bridges in this vicinity. Patrol size.
half a dozen

men. One or two men
but the rest in
only for today. To-

posted, that's true,
reserve. This is

this

noon,

He is ill."
"And you haven't done

sir.

anything to
acquaint yourself with your situation
since he left? Who is your ranking

"We

Or

own, sir. I didn't know which
companies is supposed to

MP

senior officer

"Increased?"

hasn't

Harding
"By what authority, Captain,
did you post a guard at the bridge."

little

creased."

it

again.

"Of course

the

waiting over his telephone
I want a report

as soon as possible on who was supposed to receive this order, why it

"My

"Don't
bridge?"

Command-

"Major Carp,

of our
right away. Gen-

—

bridge?"
"I do not know, sir."
"Who in hell does know? Colonel
Graham, didn't you get orders about
bridges?"
"None that I recall. I would have
to check to make sure, sir."
The general turned to the major,

"The bridge?"
it

sir.

of the
th Military
ing Company
Police Battalion."
"Are you responsible for this

"Yes."
"I'll check on
eral."

the situation should be dif-

ferent.

al

now?"

"Captain Harding, sir."
"Where is he? Oh, yes." The generlooked more closely at Harding.

"Army man?"
"AEF, First World War, sir," Harding said.
"How did you come to place a

Cloud Nine
guard

at the bridge,

Captain?"

"The situation, it seemed to me,
had what you might call potential.
The need was apparent."
"Of course it was. You belong in
combat." The general turned to Major

Carp.

"You

Good. Tell me,

finish

isn't this

your call?
one of our

own

attached units?"
"Yes, sir. Assigned

to

army, in transit."
"Captain, can you get

the

—th

Major Carp has
do the job?"

dered to
"Yes, sir."
"In five minutes?"
"Yes, sir."
The general gave a

just or-

in

two

On

jeeps.

leaving, the general

seemed

hesitate in front of Harding.

moment

To

to

the

of hesitation,

from the general was the
greatest prize he ever had from war.
and left a far better
It transcended

this glance

taste than

—

—

that

moment

of discovery

France twenty-six years before
when he wiped out an enemy post
with a grenade. For an instant, as the

command

the
a matter of

it,

on the road with arms was
quickly executed by the men in the
office. Harding directed the battalion
personnel officer to post the detail
at the bridge, and the men rode off

to fall in

in

propriety of which was
vigorous dispute among legalistic
noncoms of headquarters detachment.
For there were those who said he
should have stayed with his chain of
command, general to colonel to captain, and there were others who expressed admiration for the independence of spirit the general showed in
not doing so. Particularly bitter were
some partisans of the colonel who
said the general was inexcusably
theatrical in expressing a slight.
The general said, "Captain, post

your guard."
As luck would have

er scare had led to the arming of all
clerks while at work. Harding's order

captain, this

me

a detail
of eight or ten soldiers to guard the
bridge, so that I can call off the artillerymen

11

a paratroop-

i^

general stood in the doorway facing
Harding, the general's eyes, so fixed,
so frigid, seemed to express an understanding more generous, certainly

more to his
met with in
as

if

taste

his

than Harding had

army

careers. It

was

in all that hideous barrage of

war, the two of them had discovered
each other moving along a like plane,
in the same course, against a stream
of wills moving in the contrary direction. Captain Harding's chest swelled,
and he gave the general a hand salute
which
in the fashion of the old AEF
had certain minor but significant
points of difference. And the general

—

acknowledged the salute in the lax
of generals and left.

way

Wedding Poem
• John Engels

A

turning of the Iowa in early

fall,

Candlewaste of fields and pendant sky;
Across the way the old men hose their walks for dust.
Spread happy and abandoned to me, still you cry
if to rape of some hangdog three hundred
Strangers come from Landlord to your door,
Or I myself have searched them out; shall I
Take photographs and toys from a drawer

As

To show myself and know my consequence,
Or find what child perhaps I father you.
Discover home is walk hosed spotless by old men
From dusts of roseyards they were landlord to?

I mean to speak more plainly than I mean:
Your bed is Adam's Kingdom, and tonight
Myself the serving beasts who weighed on you.

My

consequence

is

these old men, despite

You come to me
And heavy keels

that I might spend you names
of their tombs; this season
Is resort from Landlord and the stone;
And yet you give admittance to familiar treason,

For

my

children are the pattern of old

men

Who

hose their aphid gardens, fenced this spring
With scarlet beans and ivy, roar with loves

And

praises, kindnesses,

and sing

of houseled child
are; tonight I go with hunting-horn to kill
Their golden garden beasts, to burn their house.

They mostly love despair

You
I

make

of your abandon that

we

will

Perhaps take freedom in new season, and may share
Our child or image in no early fall; the dead
Beasts congregate to Kingdom elsewhere now;
Forever old men neighbor us from flowerbeds.
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Aborted Sacrament in

Absalom! Absalom!
• Thomas F. Loughrey
The

story

is all

about a

some missing communica-

lost spiritual lifeline,

humane by which the
Compson might have come to life. It is about

tion of the essentially

stillborn generation of

Quentin

a radical discontinuity of nature
uninformed by the spiritual. It is all about the womb that the world is meant
to be, and the tomb that it becomes when the essential conductivity of human
love is lost. It is about the pain of not being born when to all appearances
one is born, of not being able to respond to the rhythm of the world's con-

anomalous in the warm world
of love as the sowing of dragon's teeth. The subject of William Faulkner's
Absalom! Absalom! is the incomprehensible issue of the South's violent and

tinuity because one's conception has been as

literal

adherence to a merciless code.

structure of the novel, which some have felt bears more than
one resemblance to the rhythm of parturition, is a kind of symbolic represen-

The time

tation of the internal searching of a stillborn generation for

that survives

is

memory
some way
a

of

some

life,

prehistoric share in the urge of

when

all

humanity

never to cease being born. The water symbol, at
once suggesting time periods and the continuum in which birth takes place,
is essential to the theme of the novel. It is Quentin who announces it:

to continue, in

ever happens once and is finished. Maybe
never once but like ripples on water after the
pebble sinks, the ripples moving on, spreading, the pool
attached by a narrow umbilical water cord to the next
pool which the first feeds, has fed, did feed, let this first
pool contain a different temperature of water, a different
molecularity of having seen, felt, remembered, reflect in
a different tone the infinite unchanging sky, it doesn't
matter that pebbles watery echo whose fall it did not even

Maybe nothing
happen

is

:

moves across

see

its

surface too at the original ripple

space, to the old ineradicable

rhythm

,

.

.

Not only the structure of the work, but also the language challenges the
reader to a rare experience of the "ontological maneuver" traveling the lonely spirit- way of the poetic act and seeking to be the umbilical cord of sensibility :

that meagre and fragile thread, ... by which the little
. .
surface corners and edges of men's secret and solitary
.

13

.
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may be joined for an instant now and then before
sinking back into the darkness where the spirit cried for
the first time and was not heard and will cry for the last
time and will not be heard either.
lives

The major theme of uncomprehended nature and radical discontinuity
revealed in the action of Absalom is given many anticipations and reinforcements in the imagery. The first is to be found in the first paragraph of the
novel, in the resistance of Miss Coldfield to the light and to the moving air.
The "non-conducting atmosphere" which is established in her "dim hot airless room" will develop as a theme with the accompanying dust motes symbolic of the discontinuity, those "flecks of the dead old dried paint itself
blown inward." The sparrows which come and go in random gusts reinforce
the theme, as will the fireflies later on, the discontinuity of light in ironic
mockery of Sutpen's efforts to "abrupt" self, home, and line upon the world
by a peremptory "Be light."
The sterility of the "office" with its atmosphere of non-continuance is
deepened by the "coffin smelling gloom sweet and oversweet with the twicebloomed wistaria" and the "rank smell of old female flesh embattled in virginity," and the notpeople and the notlanguage. This complex of sweet coffin
smell and dust motes will recur again and again with the telling of the story
as

of Sutpen, always reminding of the discontinuity, the atmosphere "non-contechductive" of human warmth or of any "freshness deep down things."
nique of recurring symbols emerges much like Proust's "intermittences of
the heart." Rosa describes the physical process:

A

... Do you mark how the wistaria, sun-impacted on this
distills and penetrates this room as though
(light unimpeded) by secret and attritive progress from
mote to mote of obscurity's myriad components? That is
sense, sight, smell: the
the substance of remembering
muscles with which we see and hear and feel ^not mind,
not thought: there is no such thing as memory: the brain
recalls just what the muscles grope for, no more, no
wall here,

—

less:

.

—

.

the suffusion of the wistaria scent "by secret attritive progress from
mote of obscurity's myriad components" is added the cigar smoke,
another alien, non-conductive factor, to be "attenuated up from Mississippi"
into Quentin's Harvard room. But always it is the discontinuous dust that is
oppressive, accumulated as it was in the young man's memory of his ride

To

mote

to

with Miss Rosa to the mysterious house:

That evening, the twelve miles behind the fat mare in
the moonless September dust, the trees along the road not
rising soaring as trees should, but squatting like huge fowl,
their leaves ruffled and heavily separate like the feathers
.
.
of panting fowls, heavy with sixty days of dust and
.

.

.

.
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the dust cloud in which the buggy moved not blowing away
because it had been raised by no wind and was supported
by no air but evoked, materialized about them, instantane-

ous and eternal

you

But I

like.

.

.

.

warning, as

will get there first

say.

if to
.

.

Come

if

you

.

theme that the next emerges, the ghost theme, for a ghost
proper connection with his nature. He is not of the world
here, or of the world hereafter. He is uprooted among men and spirits. The
ghost theme is twin born with that of the dust, out of the "dead dusty summer
twilight," or "out of coffin gloom of the shuttered hallway, as if there were
imprisoned in it, like in a tomb, ail the suspiration of slow heat-laden time."
The deep South has been "dead since 1865, and peopled with garrulous outraged baffled Ghosts." All the principals of the Sutpen story are ghosts by
this time, though they were no less ghosts before their death, even Quentin,
who is "still too young to deserve yet to be a ghost, nevertheless having to
be one for all that, since he was born and bred in the South." There are two
Quentins, and his ghost is like some of the other ghosts who refuse to lie still
but insist on "telling about old ghost times," for he had grown up with the
is

It is from
one who has

this

lost

ghost.

His childhood was full of them; his very body was an
empty hall echoing with sonorous defeated names; he was
not a being, an entity; he was a commonwealth. He was a
barracks filled with stubborn and back-looking ghosts still
recovering, even forty-three years after, from the fever
free of the disease, and not even
that cured the disease
aware that the freedom was that of impotence.
.

.

.

Of all the migrant ghosts that Miss Coldfield conducts through Quentin's
commonwealth, the one who haunts her voice, Sutpen's, is the most virulent:
... as though in inverse ratio to the vanishing voice, the
invoked ghost of the man whom she could neither forgive
nor revenge herself upon began to assume a quality almost
of solidity, permanence.

Miss Coldfield herself is a ghost, having died of outrage in 1866, though
able to talk in that "grim haggard amazed voice" exuding the "rank smell
of female old flesh long embattled in virginity." But she had been a ghost
long before even the death of 1866, her childhood "an unpaced corridor which
was not living, but a projection of the lightless womb itself." Even when she
was turning twenty, the world came not as a "living echo but as dead incomstill

prehensible shadow."

The ghosts are distilled from the notpeople whom, when we meet them,
find to have, of course, their several special forms of unreality. Ellen, the
wife of Thomas Sutpen, is described in the ghost symbol as a "mothlike creathe substanceless shell,
ture," or the "butterfly of a forgotten summer

we

.

.

.

"
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the shade imperious to any alteration of dissolution because of its very weightShe has "no drop of blood in her face," even in the early days of

lessness."

her notmarriage. In her late thirties, her face

is

unblemished

still:

was as though whatever marks being in the world had
upon it up to the time the aunt vanished had been removed from between the skeleton and the skin, between the
sum of experience and the envelope in which it resides,
by the intervening years of annealing and untroubled flesh.
It

left

Whatever definable being there is to Ellen, there is no capacity for
meaningful application of herself to reality. She had no questions to ask
about her intended husband. Her father's unreal conception of life had made
many questions dispensable. After the birth of her two children and the
shock-filled first years of her notlife with Sutpen, she "rose like the swamphatched butterfly, unimpeded by weight of stomach and all the heavy organs
of suffering and experience into a perennial bright vacuum of arrested sun."
The outrages of Sutpen had been escaped by Ellen, the adjustments which
ordinary life demands of the embattled had been set aside without a murmur
... as though she had succeeded at last in evacuating not
only the Puritan heritage but reality itself; had immolated
outrageous husband and incomprehensible children into
shades; escaped at last into a world of pure illusion
.
.

.

When she shopped she unbent without even getting
out of the carriage, gracious and assured and talking the
most complete nonsense, speaking her bright set meaningless phrases out of the part which she had written for herself.

Then of course there was Judith, perhaps most disconnected of all. The
voice of Miss Coldfield could not decide which was more unreal, Ellen, "the
adult who had escaped reality into a bland region peopled by dolls," or Judith,
the young girl who "slept waking in some suspension so completely physical
as to resemble the state before birth." "Dreamy" and "volitionless" she
would be unlikely to speak a word, but to respond to any communication of
human thought as she did to her Aunt Rosa's offer to teach her to keep house
and plan meals and count laundry, anomalous proposals in a notlife like hers,
with the same "blank fathomless stare, the unhearing 'What? What did you
say?'
Judith, who is described so frequently as "tearless and stone faced,"
leads to another important pattern in the imagery of discontinuity, the tombstone-death theme. This theme provides some of the strongest symbolism of
sense it from the first, in the "eternal black" of Miss
the poetic account.
Coldfield's attire, and the "coffin-smelling gloom," and the "rank smell of
female old flesh." It is a theme that is enriched and advanced as we go
through the notcountry of the ghostland. Shreve is to call the Sutpen house-

We
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hold an "overpopulated mausoleum," but not before it has been borne in
upon us that Sutpen's labors are all calculated to do no other thing quite so
effectively as to erect tombstones upon his land, "the best, the finest" tombstones to be had.

When we have followed the brilliance and the brutality of Sutpen to get
those tombstones through the blockade and across country in the midst of
war, and we have seen the substance of the inheritance which Judith had
received converted into tombstones before there are bodies enough to put
under them, tombstones, so much "bombastic and inert carven rock," become
the symbol of Sutpen's accomplishment. It is in this symbol that we recognize
the impact of Sutpen's first sight of a black man, the "huge bull of a nigger"
who emerged from the doggery doors carrying Sutpen's drunken father "over
his shoulder like a sack of meal and his
the nigger's
mouth loud with
laughing and full of teeth like tombstones." And it is by a continuation of
this theme that the room of Quentin and Shreve in Harvard, where the ghosts
all come to rest, is seen as a "tomblike room," and the air of it "tomblike air,"
where the iron and impregnable dark become one with the iron and ice-like
bed clothing, and where Quentin pants what seems like the last breaths
of even a ghost of the South and begins "to shake faintly and steadily,"
then "to jerk all over, violently and uncontrollably" until Shreve raises
himself onto his elbow and asks, "Jesus, are you that cold? Do you
want me to spread the overcoats on you?" Coming right after the recalling
of the incident in which Henry, cold from his night trip to his father's tent,
is offered the coat of Charles Bon, the parallel between the two pairs is
reinforced, and an attempt is made symbolically to articulate the South in
the warmth and fertility, the conductivity of the human race. But the attempt,
of course, is futile because Quentin, like Henry, is the child of his past, of
discontinuity, of his notcountry. He replies, "I'm not cold. I'm all right. I feel

—

—

fine."

He will remain cut off, sterile, disconnected from mankind. His Puritanism sees the act of physical love as something to be fled. Like Goodhue Coldfield denying himself food, Quentin violates nature in his failure to see the
connection between physical well-being and the human spirit. In a passage
that demonstrates Faulkner's extraordinary power in maintaining artistic distance at the very center of the physical act of love, those two strangers, Quentin's Puritanism and his not-to-be-denied sexual urge, are brought together
on the porch of agony. It is Quentin who speaks:
(and thank God you can flee, can escape that massy five
foot thick maggot-cheesy solidarity which overlays the
earth, in which men and women in couples are ranked and
racked like ninepins; thanks be to whatever Gods for that
masculine hipless tapering peg which fits light and glib to
move where the cartridge chambered hips of women hold

them

fast.)

Judith, Clytie, and Rosa, each
lovelessness of Sutpen's world, have

by her own particular involvement in the
come to know sex as but "some forgotten
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atrophy like rudimentary gills, or the still opposable thumbs for climbing."
For Rosa, it is the result of one moment of outrage that continues for the rest
of her life precluding all other companionship because it has compelled her
judgment that there is no "access of comfort or cessation of pain in the ultimate escape from a stubborn and amazed outrage
which has been com"
panionship and fire and all
.

.

.

.

.

.

The

outrage, Sutpen's proposal that Rosa breed with him with marriage
upon the conditions that Rosa bear him a male child, fits in with
the pattern of Sutpen's abuse of nature. It is symbolic of the Sutpen morality,

to follow

and religion between
one generation and the next. Just as he "without gentleness begot" the two
incomprehensible children, he permitted his Negroes to
violent legalism, the loss of the connections of love

overrun suddenly the hundred square miles of tranquil
and astonished earth and drag house and formal gardens
violently out of the soundless Nothing and clap them down
like cards upon the table
.

.

.

"He tore violently a plantation," Miss Coldfield says. The field as female
receives a prominent place in Absalom as can be seen in the passage describing the tired form of Charles Etienne St. Valery Bon learning to plow, after
years spent in the ease of his mother's silken

New

Orleans chamber:

the boy with his light bones and womanish hands
.
struggling with what avatar anonymous of untractable
mule, whatever tragic and barren clown was his bound fellow and complement beneath his father's first curse, getting the hang of it gradually and the two of them, linked
by the savage steel-and-wood male symbol ripping from the
prone rich female earth corn enough to feed them both.
.

.

The image is reversed in the violations of nature by the lawyer who had
a "private and millionaire female to farm." Under the respectability of his
cloak of legalism is the same violence and lovelessness that characterizes the
Sutpen attitude toward the generation that is to come. The lawyer watches as
Judith is born, and his prospects for gain become like "the rising and spreading after you lay a stick across a trickle of water."

The

Sutpen in violation of nature is, of course, that in which
to bear him a child but a girl and therefore "not
adjunctive to his design." It is an act which severs with the usual violence
the connective between two generations. It denies child and rejects mother.
It is the issue of the brutal ambitions of one who breeds but does not love.
Although he has passed sixty years of age, Sutpen is thinking of "the possibility of just one more son in his loins, as the old cannon might know that
it has just one more shot in its corporality."
Ironically, Penelope, the mare, has foaled a colt that very morning. Sutpen, who always makes mares of his women (he enticed Rosa Coldfield by
food as you would a mare), visits the stable first. Delighted with the perfinal act of

he insults the

last

woman
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Wash

Jones. Finding

visits the

daughter of

that the infant is a girl "not adjunctive to his design," he turns

away with

the usual willfulness to outrage nature and time. But nature and time are
waiting for him in the person of Wash with the scythe outside the door.
The funeral of Sutpen provides another retaliation upon his willfulness.
Early in his story we observed his failure to care for the good of the horses

them on his way to church. In his funeral procession, the mules
and turn the wagon over and tumble him "regimentals and all, into the
ditch where the daughter extricates him and fetches him back to the cedar
grove and reads the service herself."
Sutpen's funeral service which did not take place is an appropriate
climax to the history of aborted sacrament which was his life. The theme of
ritual and religion presents obviously the umbilical cord that, present and
properly comprehended, could unite spirit and flesh, father and son, generation and generation. That is not to say that the ceremony itself would have
been enough; but that the irrevocable commitment of a man's soul in his flesh
was indispensable, if the life of love and faith was to course from one generaas he drove

bolt

tion to another.

There

is

repeated, as

if

between New Orleans ceremonial and the
The funeral of Charles Bon with its rebel yells is
when Charles's wife arrives with the silk cushion

also the polarity

Puritan rejection of

by

ritual.

protest

New

Orleans to restore what may have been violated in the region of
notritual. Charles Etienne functions and will function as the "Page of Lilith"
reminding us that the genius loci of the notcountry is a spirit that haunts ruins.

from

The wedding garment of Judith is, of course, the central symbol in the
statement of this theme. Henry and she speak the fatal words across the wedding dress, and that ceremony which would at least in some way change the
notworld will never take place. It was to be Rosa's wedding vicariously, just
as it was Ellen's wedding originally, and not long since, even Henry's wedding, as he was the "troglodyte" who scrupled about whether it could be, and
finally agreed to it, in the light of precedent, true to the legal spirit, only
to forbid it finally because of a drop of Negro blood. It was surely some kind
of wedding that Jefferson needed. Judith's was not to be an ideal one, but
blasted by the violence with which the Sutpen morality greeted the nexus
of one human generation with another, it would remain as the symbol of
frustration. Ellen's aunt long before, encircling the town and daring the
people to absent themselves, was acting as a prophetess for the whole South,
but like the people to whom she spoke, and later like Wash Jones himself, the
receivers of the prophecy were "not articulated in this earth."
The time theme is another sub-theme to that of discontinuity. Sutpen
coming down from the mountain begins to deal with Time, appropriately in
the Tidelands. He becomes a Faustus to Creditor Time and is finally cashiered.
That this Faustus, this Beelzebub fled hiding from some
momentary glare of his Creditor's outraged face exasperated beyond endurance, hiding, scuttling into respectability
like a jackal into a rockpile,
was not in hiding, did not
want to hide, was merely engaged in one frenzy of evil
.

.

.
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and harm-doing before the Creditor overtook him next
time for good and all.
the same Creditor that attends the telling of the story in the chimes
Harvard campus. It is Time that is symbolized by the
dark road "cut and rutted" that Henry travels between the father and Bon.
It is

that ring across the

It is Time that finally runs Sutpen to earth, as we have seen in the wild embrace that takes his head off in the scythe. For Time is no adequate mediator
of the generations. Sutpen dealt with Time and tried to outwit Time when
he should have been dealing with love and religion. The symbolism of the
scythe is precisely this that Time severs; it does not unite.

—

was the legalism of Sutpen and the "innocence" of him to depend
upon Time. His vicious misunderstanding of Time things and his "innocence"
of the true basis of human continuity has a counterpart in the scheming
lawyer who ironically is the one to force the bloom of horror growing from
the legalism of Sutpen and the South. The lawyer, like Sutpen, believes in the
It

event that he

is

ready to exploit

not because it was logical and possible, but because
would be the most unfortunate thing for all concerned
that could occur; and though you could no more have
proved vice or virtue or courage or cowardice to him without showing him the moving people than you could have
proved death to him without showing him a corpse, he did
believe in his misfortune because of that rigorous and
arduous dusty eunuch's training which taught to leave
man's good luck and joys to God
.

.

.

it

.

In the chimes that

fill

the final partnership of

Quentin's

Time and

room

at

,

.

Harvard every

fifteen minutes,

sterile legalism is achieved. It is a

room

"cold and quite cold," "dedicated to the best of ratiocination, which after
this loom not onlv dedicated
all was a good deal like Sutpen's morality;
to it but set aside for it suitably so, since it would be here above any other
place that it (logic and morality) could do the last amount of harm."
.

.

.

The most violent assaults in Absalom upon the cord that would unite
humanity are those found in the theme of class discrimination. The Negroes
laugh throughout at Sutpen and at Wash. It is laughter that is macabre, the
tragic chorus in the wings. The boy Sutpen, stopped at the door of the rich
man's house because he is not a landowner, as has been pointed out, lives
to see his own son at a door which he will close upon him for a similar reason. The bed, the trundle bed and the pallet for Judith, Charles Etienne, and
Clytemnestra form an obvious phase of the theme. The gradual transfiguration of Wash, who dreams of himself apotheosized in a form like Sutpen's
"fine figure of a man," is also a phase. If a duke can be found to have committed incest, it can't be so bad. The war was lost because of generals who
held their position as if by divine right, but the measure of worth for any
soldier in the postwar time was to have a paper signed by one of them. It is

Aborted Sacrament
the final tag of hopelessness

in

upon an

Absalom! Absalom!
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age.

Charles Bon learns about class from his mother, who snatches him from
"whatever harmless pursuit in which he is not bothering anybody or even
thinking of them
and holds him for five or ten minutes under a kind of
busted waterpipe of incomprehensible fury and fierce yearning and vindictiveness and jealous rage,"
Charles Etienne learns of class from the incomprehensible scrubbings
he has to endure from Judith, as she would like to scrape the hue out of his
blood; Judith learns from the shard of broken mirror which she finds among
Etienne's things. Jefferson learns from the ape-like full-blooded Negro that
Charles Etienne marries to flout the Sutpen morality and to produce the
Sutpen action in the slack-faced idiot Jim Bond.
.

.

.

The search in Absalom has been for the umbilical cord to join human
and make all the world conductive of peace. Spirit and flesh, ritual and
nature, languge and reality, sex and love, land and man, father and son
all
would be united as Alberta was joined to Jefferson by peace, not as Rosa and

lives

—

were joined, by that "terrible fierce umbilical cord of horror."
dark journey through the moral womb of the world, Absalom
is lighted by an awareness of the lost meaning of sacrament, man's commitment of his soul in his flesh. To realize sacrament in this sense is to transcend
time for the sake of love that is humble before the mystery of existence. That
Thomas Sutpen was unprepared to make this commitment excluded him
from those who would find their lives by losing them. And it left his son
forever inhabiting the "glare in which he stood looking at the innocent face
of the youth almost ten years his junior, while one part of him said He has
my brow my skull my jaw my hands and the other said Wait. Wait. You
Clytie

Itself a

can't

know

yet."

Father, a Report
• Arnold Lazarus
The one who

fluttered in the air

kept peace but held a lengthy

she aged the while
as rigid. Sir, as

I

any

left

list;

her there

fist.

The one below the Speaker's right
with drooping wings did nod and nap
for spending
I

many

a sleepless night:

smiled and pulled her on

My

lap.
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Victor Chapin

Standing there beside her friend,
looking out at the view, Edith Wilson
wondered what was wrong with her.
Since she was in Greece, where she
had always dreamed of being, she
should feel inspired. Instead, she was
tired, cross, and strangely disappointed. "Really, you know," she said cautiously, "we shouldn't stay here much
longer."
Mildred Duncan appeared not to
have heard. She continued to gaze
out over the Aegean and, mechanically, without moving her head, crushed
the cigarette she had been smoking
under her heel.
"We can't stay forever," Edith continued. Mildred's silence made her
nervous. It was out of character. She
was accustomed to a talkative, matterof-fact Mildred, who had an excess
of energy that drove her to see the
sights, but a lack of subtle perception
that, more often than not, prevented
her from appreciating them. But
Greece had worked a change upon
her, one which Edith was at a loss
to understand. Until they came to
stay on Mykonos, Mildred was the
one who always grew bored and
wanted to move on. Now she was suddenly content to stay where they were
indefinitely. The island offered none
of the distractions on which she had
always depended, but she seemed not
to miss them. Edith was puzzled,
though she knew Mildred well enough
to suspect the reason for her new
state of mind. It was, however, a suspicion that Edith did not want to

entertain,

and whenever

it

crept into

her mind, she quickly banished

it.

She and Mildred were of the same
age, which was about halfway between forty and fifty, but Mildred
looked younger, much younger than
she was. She had been better looking
to start with, was more robust, and
had a great deal of money. She still
expected that in the long run,

life

would give her what she wanted.
Edith had long ago resigned herself
to being grateful for what she could
get. She knew in her heart that she
was stil a romantic, but she did not
believe that romance would come her
way again; while Mildred, who, in
Edith's opinion, was resolutely imromantic, remained ever on the lookout
for it. She regarded it as her due
that men should pay attention to her,
and because she was handsome, had
vitality, and was used to having her
own way, the men she met usually
did.

The view was so
who was more

perfect that Mil-

apt to take pleasure in finding fault, returned to this
hill every day to gaze at it in wonder.
She had sense enough, she said, to
recognize perfection when she saw it.
The bay, shaped like a sickle, the
torquoise sea, the naked islands on

dred,

the horizon, and the dazzling whitewashed town below joined to present

an image of purity which, though
she could not describe her feelings,
moved Mildred as nothing else she
had ever seen. She had never read
history or the classics and had come
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"Yes," she answered, "it would probably make a fortune. You could

Greece with no preconceived noThe country had taken her by
surprise, and she was in love with
it without knowing why or, for that
matter, even that she was.

round up all the local handicrafts and
sell them to the tourists in the summer. But I'd feel phony doing it,

Edith, Mildred's traveling companion and faithful friend of many
years, had been well prepared for
Greece and felt a sense of propriety
towards all things Greek that Mildred,
with her silent, unknowing devotion

wouldn't you?"
This was the most prominent spot
of Mykonos. Standing there above
the town, looking down upon it,
Edith nodded in agreement. She had
often felt self-conscious when they

the landscape, monuments, and
people, had mysteriously offended.

walked in the town or up above it
on the road that went up into the
hills, where road workers and even
their donkeys raised their heads to
eye them as they passed. She was so
anxious not to be considered a tour-

to

tions.

to

Mildred was used to appropriating
for herself whatever she happened to
like or admire, and that, it seemed to
Edith, was what she had done with
Greece. Edith wanted to believe that
she and not Mildred saw more and
understood more wherever they traveled, but especially in Greece.

Now,

she could no longer feel
that she did, for Mildred's infatuation
with the country was plainly genuine,

however,

untouched

as

it

was by concepts,

while Edith's reactions, she was sad
to discover, were all confused. She
could not see Greece for what it was,
as Mildred did, because she was so
concerned with what it had been and
with what it should be. Mildred saw
nothing except what was there, while
she was always searching for the landmarks seen in dreams.
They were standing above a windmill that was perched on the side of
a hill. It was tall, white, and conical,
and on one of its sides was painted
in blue letters a sign in Greek and
English announcing it was for sale.
"If I had the money, I'd buy it,"
Edith said, "though I don't know
what you'd do with it. You couldn't
live in it. But wouldn't it be the perfect place for that gift shop you're
always talking about?"

Mildred turned her head, looked
windmill and then at Edith.

at the

but when she felt these polite but
appraising eyes upon her, she knew
that that was what she was. Mildred
cared not at all how she appeared to
the inhabitants. She wore purple
slacks, gold sandals with platform
soles, an embroidered blouse purchased in the town, and sunglasses
with jewel-studded frames. She had
a good figure for slacks, a fact of
which the men of the town openly
took note. Reaching down to tug nervously at her own sensible tweed
skirt, Edith felt still another vague
resentment toward her friend. There
were so many of them, stored up over
the years, but she was so used to them
she no longer felt ashamed. Resenting Mildred, having to feel grateful
to her, admiring her in spite of everything for her positive attack on life
were so much a part of her emotions
that affection had become all but indistinguishable to Edith.
"Yes," she heard Mildred say now,
"you're right, I suppose. We can't
stay here forever. We've got all those
other islands to see. We should take
the ship to Rhodes. There is one, but
I don't know when it goes."
Edith knew that Mildred did not
ist,

—
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always

mean what

she said. She had

a way of urging herself to do what
she had no intention of doing, simply
to test her will in the matter. "No,

you're not ready to go yet, Mildred,"
she said significantly.
"The longer we stay, the harder it
will be for me to go."
"It's up to you."
Mildred shook her head and smiled
indulgently. "No, Edith, we'll go
when you say. I'll never be able to
budge myself, so I'll leave it to you.
But I warn you, I won't make it easy
for you. You'll have to force me to
go."
Since Mildred was paying part of
her expenses, Edith had to be careful never to propose a move that Mildred would not want to make; and
because she knew Mildred so well,
she seldom erred. Mildred had never
made Edith feel she was a paid companion, though at times, when she

was out of sorts, she did make her
feel she was a kind of endowed duenna. Edith had learned to judge Mildred's moods and was conscious of
the times when she was not free to
share equally with her and would do
best to remember her position, which
was precarious only through lack of
income. Money was the only tangible
difference between them; though the
fact that Edith was a widow and Mildred a divorcee seemed to make a
difference to Mildred, who considered
had just claims to bitterness,

that she

while Edith, in Mildred's mind, had
nothing to complain about, since her
husband had not left her voluntarily.

They walked down the hill, through
the climbing town, down its whitewashed streets, past blue doors with
birdcages hanging over them, nodding to the townspeople, murmuring
the one greeting they had learned
kalispera sas. They looked into houses

where the doors stood open, glimpsing overstuffed parlors and women
at their looms. As they walked toward the waterfront, they counted
the chapels, which were whitewashed
too, with blue or red

domes. Inside,

they were empty except for a few
ikons and a single candle burning
and always unattended. There were
more than three hundred such chapels

on the island, most of them built for
thanks by sailors saved from the sea.

They

came

the

to

waterfront,

where men with nothing to do
lounged in front of the cafes, and
others who were employed worked on
the dock or by the shore, repairing

mending

boats,

nets,

sorting out

a

Mildred looked around her and
raised her arms in an expansive gescatch.
ture.

"How

lovely

it

"And how wonderful

is,"

she said.

these people are.

So relaxed. So democratic. They're
all the same, aren't they? It doesn't
matter about money or position.
One's as good as another."
"You think so?" Edith asked.
"Haven't you noticed? The fishermen aren't in awe of Mr. Koulouki,
and he isn't in the least condescending to them."
"Mr. Koulouki couldn't be," Edith

said softly.
"It's the

kind of equality we're

al-

ways talking about at home. But we
haven't got it. They have."
They came to the cafe where, every
afternoon, they met Mr. Koulouki,
who bought them coffee and almond
cakes. Stationed on a pile in the water
across the road from the cafe was the
town mascot, a pelican called Pedro,
who was a bird without a country,
having been found adrift at sea when
he was but a few weeks old. Conscious of their arrival, Pedro moved
closer,

fishing

to

the keel of an upturned
shore. As he

boat on the

The Pelican
scratched his breast with his long,
strong beak, he eyed them obliquely,
with what Edith thought was contempt or even malice. She did not
care for the bird. He suggested unpleasant things to her an exotic point
of view and an unconquerable wildness. But Mildred was enthralled by
him. She did not seem to feel, as
:

Edith did, that he was telling them
go away because they did not belong there and had no right to be

to
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"I thought you might not come. Did
you say good afternoon to Pedro?"
"Yes," said Mildred. "But Pedro
doesn't say good afternoon to us. Not

even in Greek."
Mr. Koulouki was rich. They had
been told at the hotel that he had
Egyptian blood and that his fortune
came from Egypt. He lived in a large
modern house on the hill high above
the town, dressed elegantly in clothes

him from London,
more like an Eng-

that

were sent

there.

and

in fact looked

Inside the cafe, they found Mr.
Koulouki waiting for them. He was

gentleman than the Greek or
Egyptian equivalent. Edith guessed
that he was probably older than she
or Mildred, but, she hastened to assure herself, he did not look it. She
wondered why, if he were so rich and
had no real occupation, he chose to
live on Mykonos, an island remote

sitting at a table with several fisher-

men, playing a card game with them.
Edith thought he looked like a king
among his subjects, though nothing
about him except his appearance implied superiority.

Mr. Koulouki,

after taking gracious

of his friends, rose to greet
them. Edith felt a shiver of pleasure

leave

when he kissed her hand. She blushed
when she looked into his beautiful
eyes and was forced to look away.
Mr. Koulouki was, she thought, almost too good-looking. Every time
she saw him, she searched his face
for flaws. It was weathered and
showed the fine marks of years and
experience. He was erect; his body,
like his face, was fine boned and perfect,

as

if

the centuries of breeding

manner proclaimed had sifted
and molded him, until only the best

that his

remained of what a man could be.
Mr. Koulouki smiled at them. Mildred looked down at her wrist, at the
spot he had grazed with his lips. She
too smiled and drew herself up, so
that her breasts expanded to their
fullest. Mr. Koulouki looked at them,
not frankly or lewdly, as another man
would, but with appreciation, as if
they were objects in a museum collection. "You're late today," he said.

to

lish

and destitute of the distractions she
would have expected him to want.
And she wondered why he was so attentive to them. They were the only
foreigners on the island at the moment. And he was kind and probably
bored. Or was there another reason?
Could he possibly be lonely? Might
he be interested in one of them?
Catching her breath, she looked at
Mildred. Of course it would be she.
That was what Mildred wanted,
though she had denied it the day before. "He's perfectly charming," she
had said. "But I don't think I could

be interested. Could you?"
Edith had not answered, for she
knew that Mildred did not expect her
to. What would she have thought had
Edith answered honestly that yes, she
could be interested?
No need to wonder about that,
Edith told herself. Mildred wouldn't
like it at all. She might not think she
was interested in a man, but she liked
to keep an option in case she changed
her mind. And she always assumed,
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often with justification, that the man
interested in her. The choice, she

was

thought, was always hers. Whatever
happened, she beheved that she had
exercised it, that if a man failed to
respond, it was because she had decided she didn't want him to.

As

Koulouki
She was
excited and somewhat frightened by
the emotion she felt. She flushed and
stammered an answer when Mr. Koulouki turned to her with a smile and
Mildred

and

Mr.

talked, Edith sat unnoticed.

asked a question. Quickly, she told
was just being polite.
He couldn't be interested in her. No
man had been for years. And yet, she
felt a rapport with him, a secret sympathy. She knew that he understood
her and liked her for herself. There
was no proof that he preferred Mildred. Men did not need to be all
alike. There could be one who would
look beneath the surface and find her
finer than Mildred.
"When are you coming to dinner
with us?" Mildred asked. Her voice,
herself that he

generally

so

firm,

had

a

hint

of

you every

breathlessness. "I've asked

day, and now I won't take no. Why
not come tonight?"
"Not for dinner, thank you. But
could I come for a drink?"
"K that's the best you can do."
"It's

my

son,

you

see.

Without a

mother, I have to think about him
as she would if she were here. I don't
like to leave him alone too long after
dark."

"You have

servants."

"That's hardly the same."
"How old is your son?" Mildred
sounded insistent and was apparently

annoyed.
"Thirteen."
"Isn't that old

alone?

I

was

enough

to

be

left

at that age."

Mr. Koulouki smiled.

"It's for

my

sake. I'm the

one who

is frightened
thinks he is old
enough for anything."
On their way back to the hotel,
which stood in a garden just outside
the town, Mildred was quiet and
thoughtful. She ignored the sights

he

if

is

alone.

He

along the way that had always enchanted her before: the fishermen's
nets laid out to dry, the

boats

many

colored
the
octopus just

drawn up on the

fisherman

shore,

with the
caught, which he was pounding
against a rock. "What are you thinking about?" Edith asked when they
reached the gate to the hotel garden.
"They never ask you to their

houses, do they?" Mildred said.
"That's European. But I bet that after
a drink or two, he'll decide to stay
for dinner."
"I don't think so," Edith said.

"They coddle their children. But
they neglect them, too." Mildred
paused, looked into the garden, and
then turned to Edith. "I can't quite
make him out," she said. "Can you?"
"Oh, yes, I think so."
"You do?" Mildred laughed. "Did
you know he was pressing my knee
with his?" she asked.
"No," Edith answered. "You must
be mistaken."
"I was rather surprised. You expect it at home. But here it's different. I was wondering if I should feel
insulted."

"Don't you know?" Edith asked
coldly.

"I think he's trying to behave like
He believes that's what

an American.

we

expect."
Edith, red with anger and shame,

brushed past Mildred and hurried
ahead of her toward the hotel.
When Mildred entered their room,
Edith was standing before the window. The sun was setting in a purple
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sky.
rise

The

distant islands

seemed

higher from the sea, as

if

to

they

were moving closer. On one, a god
had been born; on another, miracles
were claimed; on a third, Ariadne
had been abandoned by a mortal and
rescued by a god.
Mildred switched on the light.
"You're shocked, aren't you?" she
demanded. "Did you think he was a
god?"
Edith was startled. She glanced out
at the last of the sunset and then
moved toward the bathroom, where
she could take refuge.
"Men are men," Mildred said. She
began to hum. Obviously, she had
explained matters to her own satisfaction and was pleased with the results.
Edith knew that she had chosen to be
interested in Mr. Koulouki.
Knowing that her face was too revealing, Edith went into the bathroom
and locked the door. There was no
hot water, but, to give herself time
and make use of the privacy, she took
a cold bath. Accustomed as she was
to defer to Mildred in all things, it
was not easy for her to admit to herself that she felt as she did. She was
both jealous and apprehensive. Then,
as she began to be chilled by the
bath, she became angry. Wrapping
herself in a giant bath towel, shivering with cold and helpless emotion,
she succumbed to the kind of irrational rage that used to take possession of her after her husband died.
She clenched the towel in her fists
and stamped her feet on the tiles.

Mildred Duncan, who was no younger than she but richer, more assured,
and better preserved for having been
protected from pain, was, she thought,
for all her advantages, a vulgar woman who was incapable of understanding a man like Mr. Koulouki. He was

an

aristocrat.

With

delicate

hands
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and a profile like those on Greek
Mildred would crush him un-

coins.

der the weight of her insensitivity,
as she had her husband, who had
finally deserted her in order to escape from her relentless will. When
that happened, Mildred, who might
then have learned her lesson, chose to
put all the blame on him. She resisted
the challenge to self-knowledge and
thought of herself as a martyr. And
she paid herself back for the suffering and got even with her husband
by flirting with men she did not really
want. She willed them into wanting
her, just as she was doing now with
Mr. Koulouki and because men, even
the best of them, yes, even Mr. Koulouki, were fools, Mildred, as usual,
would get her own way.
Edith's rages seldom lasted long.
She could not afford to indulge them,
and she had learned a trick that
helped her to overcome them. If thinking one way upset her, she calmed
herself by thinking the opposite. Admitting that when all was said and
done Mildred's flirtations were harmless, in intention if not always in efconcentrated on being
fect, Edith
generous to her friend. Perhaps it
;

was true
but

that Mildred

if

so, it

spects.

Men

was vulgar,

was only

in certain re-

usually

misunderstood

shame and her sorrow,
was more than possible that

her, to their

and it
Mr. Koulouki might be going to misunderstand her now. Though he appeared to be a gentleman, he was still
a European; and even Edith, who
knew no more about men than her
husband had taught her, knew that
men in Europe had a different attitude toward women. They did not
understand flirting for its own sake:
that was an American invention.
Europeans expected women to do
as good as they said.

—
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When she emerged from the bathroom, Edith was calm again. Her
concern was no longer for Mr. Koulouki, for she had convinced herself
that Mildred, if she were not careful,
would soon find herself out of her
depth. The thought of Mildred, always, until now, proud, invincible,
and, yes, despite all the wrongs she
had done to others, innocent, sinking
to her spiritual death in

a foreign

was more than Edith could bear.
She knew she had no choice but to
save Mildred from her own folly.
When Edith was dressed, Mildred
was still standing undecided by the
sea

looking in at her dresses. "I'll
go down and walk in the garden,"
Edith said, "until you're ready."
closet,

"Don't forget, Mr. Koulouki is
coming."
"Oh, I wouldn't forget that."
Mildred chose a dress at last and,
holding it out before her, turned
round to face Edith. "You might
stay in the garden," she said, "after
he comes. Not too long. But stay a
while."

little

Edith pretended to be looking for
something. "I thought you weren't interested," she said, as she leaned
down to hide her face.
"I did say that, didn't I?" Mildred
smiled and held the dress against her
shoulders. "Should I wear this?" she

Mildred laughed, more merrily
than she had laughed for years.
"What's to think about?" she asked.
"I have nothing to lose, nothing at
all."

"You

forget, we're foreigners."

"I know," Mildred said with a gesture of impatience. "You're always

thinking about that. But I've forgotten it. It was confusing at first
the strangeness, the different language, different religion. But that's
all gone. I don't feel strange any
more. I'm ready for anything."

opened

the door. She
Edith
steadied herself with the knob. The
last thing she wanted to do was cry,
but that was what she would do if
she stayed a minute longer. Yet, her
duty remained, and she had little time
in which to do it. "I don't think I

know what you

expect," she said

from

the door.

Mildred laughed again. "I'm just
going to let it happen." She gave
Edith a look in which eagerness and
a strange defenselessness were clearly
apparent. "It's as simple as that,"
she added.
If it was, Edith thought, as she
closed the door behind her, Mildred
had changed, for nothing in her life
before had ever been as simple as

that.

Edith was not used to being consulted about what Mildred should wear.
She thought a block print with embroidery was wrong for Mr. Koulouki, but kept herself from saying
so. "Lovely," she murmured, turning

In the garden she found Kiria Mathe hotel manager, feeding her
turkey, which she kept tied to the
stone fountain. She was a large woman who concealed her efficiency behind a manner that suggested many
sorrows. She regarded the hotel as

to go.

hers,

asked.

"I

am

interested," Mildred said. "I

won't pretend I'm not."
"I

believe you've thought
very carefully," Edith said

don't

about
slowly.

it

ria,

it was Mr. Koulouki
owned it. "You need a
shawl," she said when she saw Edith
coming toward her. "Tonight there
comes a chill."

who

though

really

"I'm

warm

enough,"

Edith

an-
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swered. "I won't stay out long. Mr.
Koulouki is coming."
"Mr. Koulouki is coming." Kiria
Maria repeated the words as she
tossed more grain for the turkey.
Then she unbent and looked at Edith.
"A surprise," she said without surprise. She looked toward the gate.

"He does not come very
leaves the hotel to me."
"But he must be a very

often.

good

He

busi-

nessman."
"Yes, very good."

"Greeks are, I know. We have
many very successful Greeks in America."

Kiria Maria nodded. "Greeks own
ships, and your cinema, too."
Her eyes shifted from Edith to the
gate. Mr. Koulouki was coming. Edith
moved into the shadows and sat on
the stone bench by the fountain.
The turkey pecked at the ground by
her feet.
Though Edith could not tell what
they were saying, it seemed to her
that Kiria Maria and Mr. Koulouki
met as friends. Kiria Maria was not
accustomed to laugh, but she did
with Mr. Koulouki. When he went
into the hotel to meet Mildred and
she returned to the fountain, there
was a smile on her face, one that
suggested both pleasure and propriety, "He jokes about my turkey," she
said. "I got him to eat for the Americans on that day you have. But when

your

day came, we had no Americans.
him live. Now he is costing
us money."
"You couldn't eat him now, could

that

So

I let

you?" Edith

asked.

"But who is to pay for his keep?
Mr. Koulouki says I must charge the
Americans a little more on the bill,
because it was for them I got him."
"Mr. Koulouki is very amusing
and very kind."
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"Like my father or my brother,"
Kiria Maria said with a dramatic
sigh. "I do not know which. Perhaps
he is like my son."
Watching Mr. Koulouki's shadow
as he passed the windows in the bar,
Edith clasped her hands in her lap
and looked up at Kiria Maria. "A
man like that," she said. "Doesn't he
get lonely, living here all the time?"
"When he gets lonely, he goes to
Athens. In Athens there is everything.

But for his son, he prefers Mykonos.
It

is

a very clean island."

The garden gate squeaked as someone opened it. A woman's voice, deep
and vibrant, called in Greek. Kiria
Maria straightened her shoulders,
and her snub nose lifted as if it
smelled something strange in the air.
"Someone is here," she said. But she
did not run forward to greet the new
arrival.

Edith saw a woman move up the
path into the light from the terrace.
A porter from the quay was behind
her with her bags. The
stopped and stared into the shadows.
"Kalispera sas," Edith said quick-

woman

Kiria Maria made an odd sound in
her throat. She moved forward slowly. The younger woman smiled at her,
revealing a flash of gold teeth. She
was obviously younger than she
looked and was expensively but badly
dressed. Still, Edith thought, she had
an air about her, something frank
and good natured. Unlike most Greek
women that Edith had seen, she did
not appear to be either shy or retiring. She paced up and down as she
waited for Kiria Maria to reach her.
Her movements were bold and free. A
necklace and bracelet to match the
gold teeth glinted at her neck and
sudden shock, Edith
wrist. With
thought that while in America this
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young woman could have passed for
anything, here there was no mistaking what she was.
As Edith watched, Kiria Maria ap-

"It was that woman. She brings evil.
Pedro came with her."
"He must have come in when she

said something in

the gate open. He couldn't fly
over the wall, could he? His wings

a low, grunting voice, and gave her
a shove. The girl cried out. Kiria
Maria shouted. The girl shouted back.
Kiria Maria shoved the porter. Then
she grew fierce and shouted frighten-

have been clipped."
"Yes, yes, she brought him. He
came with her."
"Who is she?" Edith asked bluntly. She was not usually curious, but

proached the

ingly.

The

girl,

girl

began

to

run down

the path. The porter, staggering under the weight of her bags, followed
as quickly as he could. Kiria Maria
ran after them and slammed the gate.
Edith sat unmoving. Her heart was

beating rapidly. There was sweat on
her brow and she reached up to wipe
it away. Then she heard noises behind her: a whirring of wings and
the bristling of feathers. The turkey
squawked, loudly and indignantly,
and she turned around. She screamed
when she saw Pedro, the pelican,
tangled in a feathered mass with
Kiria Maria's turkey.
Kiria Maria came running, but she
was too late. Pedro, his murderous
beak darting like an assassin's knife,
was attacking the turkey with all the
fury of his long frustration. Since he
could not mate with it, he killed it;
and Edith, unable to look away,
watched with horror until it was over.
Escaping Kiria Maria's furious
kicks, Pedro flew to the top of a low
post by the gate. Settling there, he
cleaned his beak on his breast. Edith
saw his black eye glinting in the
light from the lamp post; and it
seemed to her that it was fastened
on her, warning her of the truth of
his kind.

Kiria Maria was bending over the
form of her pet. She was sobbing loudly. Edith went to comfort
tattered
her.

"I

knew

it,"

Kiria Maria cried.

left

now

she

felt

certain that she

had the

right to ask.

"From Athens," Kiria Maria said
"He told her never to come.

darkly.

But she comes anyway."

"Why

did she

"For money;

come?"
make trouble. She

to

is bad. I tell her never to come, but
she walks in when she pleases."
"Where has she gone?" Edith de-

manded. "To his house?"
Kiria Maria looked at Edith sharply. She seemed to shake herself and,
rising to her feet, turned her back
on the dead turkey. "I said nothing,"
she said. "I know nothing." She started to walk away. "You need a shawl,"
she said over her shoulder.
Edith walked to the gate.

She
and then, remembering Pedro, looked up. With relief, she saw
that he had left his perch on the
post. She went through the gate and
into the road. Up on the hill, Mr.
opened

it

Koulouki's house stood in relief like
a ship against the horizon, for it was
the only house up there that was
lighted by electricity. At the foot of
the street that led up to the top of
the hill, the porter from the quay was
standing with the bags; and, leaning against a white wall, waiting, was
the young woman from Athens.
Edith's intuition

had often

failed

but now she trusted
it and was ready to act upon it. She
would, she knew, pay a price. Mildred might never forgive her, and
her in her

life,

The Pelican
she would certainly never understand.
She went into the hotel and spoke
to Kirie Nice, the husband of Kiria
Maria, who worked at the reception
desk. "When is there a ship to
Rhodes?" she asked.
"Tonight. It goes at twelve." Kirie
Nice sounded surprised and looked
at her questioningly. Edith paid no
attention. "Please reserve us a cabin
for tonight," she said, moving on before he could comment.
She went upstairs to the bar. Standing inside the door, she saw Mildred
and Mr. Koulouki sitting together at
a small table. Mr. Koulouki rose when
he saw her and greeted her with a
warm smile that, she thought, could
undo a thousand wrongs. When she
came to the table, he took her hand
and kissed it.
"Dear Mr. Koulouki," she said,
"this is the last time we'll see you,
I'm afraid. We're leaving tonight on
the ship for Rhodes."
"Surely not?" Mr.
turned to Mildred. "You said nothing."
"I didn't know," Mildred answered
with icy calm. "It's news to me." She
looked at Edith; her eyes hardened
and her smile tightened with the ef-

Koulouki

to sustain it. "What's this all
about?" she demanded.
"You've forgotten," Edith said
brightly, though her voice was threatening to break. "We promised to
meet the Drakes. Don't you remember?"
"The Drakes?"
Edith looked at Mr. Koulouki. His
expression was slightly puzzled, but
she thought that he was ready to ac-

fort

cept the situation.

Her breath caught

in her throat as she gazed at his pro-

and watched the small, polite
smile he had prepared sweeten and
grow as he became conscious of her
file

look.
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"It

is

sad,"

he said not too

sadly, "to say goodbye."

"There's no need," Mildred said
quickly. "We'll be right here tomor-

row."
right, then?
I'm very
all
Mr. Koulouki smiled and
bowed, somewhat perfunctorily. He
had noticed Kiria Maria at the door.
She had said nothing, but her look
was urgent. "Tomorrow," he murmured, reaching for Mildred's hand.
"It's

glad."

When he was gone, Mildred, who
had been forced to contain herself,
turned on Edith angrily. "What were
you trying to do?" she demanded.
"What's got into you?"
"I'm going, Mildred," Edith said
"You can stay if you like. I

calmly.

can't force

you

to go."

"You're jealous," Mildred cried,
half in wrath and half with triumph.
"That's what it is. You've always
been jealous of me."
Edith did not answer. She simply
shook her head. "I've made up my
mind," she said. "I'm leaving to-

Her eyes as she looked at Mildred must have expressed her determination, for Mildred, startled, took
a step backwards and then let loose
her rage. Words, abusive and spiteful, struck Edith with a force almost
as tangible as hailstones. But she felt
night."

sting or hurt. She had, she thought,
learned a good deal in a short time.
If she had stood somewhat in awe of
Mildred all these years, she did so no
longer. Now she was in awe of herself, for she had suddenly caught a
glimpse of the woman she might have
been had she been given the chance.
She had discovered how much she
could have learned and felt and forgiven. But Mildred, she knew, was
different. She had explored her range
and could never exceed it. She had

no

—

;

—
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always been protected

would have

and always

Mildred's tantrum came to an abrupt end. Suddenly weary of it and
from it, she walked to the windows
and looked out. Though in the dark
of night there was nothing to see, she
stood a long time gazing at what she
knew was there. Finally, she sighed,
shrugged, and turned again to Edith.
"Why did you do this?" she asked
quietly. "What was the point?"

and suddenly
weak with exhaustion, Edith began
to cry. Once started, she continued,
for it seemed the best thing to do.
"You are jealous," Mildred said.
Edith heard her coming closer. She
looked up. Mildred was smiling, almost with satisfaction. Edith, seeing
this, realized that Mildred was flattered. Her pride had been saved.
Edith cried a bit more, to emphasize
the point that redeemed the situation
Unable

to

then, convinced that the worst
over,

to be.

answer

pared herself for what would come.
Now she would be forced to play the
part of one who has wronged a friend
and hopes to be forgiven; but she

was certain that if she was clever,
she would be forgiven in time.
"We'd better start packing," Mildred said wearily, moving toward the
stairs.

Edith followed. She felt content.
at Mildred's handsome shoulders as she climbed the stairs before
her, she thought that she had come
to know her friend at last. Perhaps
things between them would never be
the same, and
on the other hand
perhaps they would remain much as
they were. But whatever happened,
however difficult the time ahead
would be, Edith would have one comfort that she had never had before:
she would be able now to feel sorry
for Mildred.

Looking

—

Say Something about the Garden!
• Robert Lewis Weeks

The garden

is wet tonight and dark
and I am an illiterate, literal fool.
I was formed on a chair
with my back straight up
and my eyes straight out;
I suffer from astringent insides.
I do not know what to say.
The garden is wet tonight
and as the dews gather up in the great gloom
over the hyacinth and the Mountain Snow
my head shakes its skin and runs,

plunges into the wet night

and hurls

its

was

she dried her tears and pre-

sense at the hidden stars.

The garden is wet tonight
and if I have to say something about
I must circle myself in dews

it,

and symbol myself to the sound of birds
and the study of sun.
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